Effects of sequence and structure on the hypermutability of immunoglobulin genes.
Somatic hypermutation (SHM) is investigated in related immunoglobulin transgenes that differ in a short artificial sequence designed to vary the content of hotspot motifs and the potential to form RNA or DNA secondary structures. Mutability depends on hotspots, not secondary structure. Hotspot motifs predict about 50% of the mutations; the rest are in neutral and coldspots. Clusters of mutations and the sequential addition of mutations found in cell pedigrees suggest epigenetic attributes of SHM. Sometime in SHM, an essential factor seems to become limiting. Particular error-prone DNA polymerases appear to create mutations in hotspots on the top and bottom DNA strands throughout the target and the SHM process. One transgene is superhypermutable in all regions, suggesting the presence of a cis-element that enhances SHM.